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Abstract—Few-mode lensed fiber for focusing multiple spatial modes with minimal distortion are proposed and investigated numerically and experimentally, for the first time to the best of the authors’ knowledge. Although the conventional hyperbolic lens profile works effectively for the fundamental mode, it introduces severe distortion for high-order radial modes. This distortion is due to destructive interference between out-of-phase lobes in the radial direction. To reduce this distortion, we modify the lens profile to avoid such destructive interference. Focused images with significantly reduced distortions were observed in our experiments.

Index Terms—Fiber lenses, optical signal processing, space division multiplexing.

I. INTRODUCTION

ENSED fibers having a microlens directly fabricated at one end of the fiber are important devices for coupling power from lasers to fibers [1]–[3] or from fibers to other waveguide devices, such as photodetectors, semiconductor optical amplifiers [4], and in other non-telecom applications [5], [6]. Compared to coupling using bulk lenses, lensed fibers are small, lightweight, and robust to environmental effects. Although lensed fibers are mature for single-mode applications, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, there are very few reports on their use in few-mode fibers. As space-division multiplexing (SDM) is being considered as a possible solution to surpass the nonlinear Shannon limit for single-mode fibers (SMF) [7], [8], devices to support few-mode signal will become necessary. As such, few-mode lensed fibers (FMLF), which can focus the modes supported by the host few-mode fiber (FMF), could play an important role in simultaneously coupling multiple spatial modes directly from FMF to other devices [9]. In contrast to single-mode fiber and multimode lensed fiber [2], [10], FMLFs not only require high coupling efficiency but also low distortion of all modes. In contrast to the recently reported FMF GRIN lens for collimation [11], FMLFs can be used to couple power into waveguides with sizes smaller than the FMF itself. This requires that the focused images produced by FMLF to be smaller than the fiber modes themselves.

In this paper, we first derive the FMLF profiles using the ray tracing method. We then obtain the focused output field distributions using the finite-difference domain-time (FDTD) method. We find that the traditional hyperboloid lens profile introduces severe distortions for high-radial-order modes. These distortions are significantly reduced after a correction is introduced to the FMLF profile. Finally, we characterize experimentally the performance of such FMLF, demonstrating focusing and low distortions.

II. FMLF PROFILE DESIGN

Fig. 1(a) shows a schematic of a FMLF with its rotationally symmetric profile described by \( r(z) \), where \( z \) denotes axial distance from the apex of the lens to any point on the lens surface. We assume all rays are parallel to the optical axis propagating through the lens and arrive at an image plane to the right of the FMLF at a working distance of \( z = L \). To avoid wavefront distortion, all rays should experience an equal light path from an equal-phase plane before the lens apex at \( z = -d \) to the image plane. Moreover, the magnification, \( k \), defined as the ratio between the ray height on the image plane to the ray height on the equal-phase plane should be the same for all rays, as shown in Fig. 1(a). These two requirements result in the lens profile given by:

\[
\sqrt{(L - z)^2 + (1-k)^2r^2(z) + n(z + d)} = L + nd = \text{constant},
\]

(1)

where \( n \) is the refractive index of the lensed fiber. The left hand side of Eq. (1) is the optical path length (OPL) of a ray propagating off the optical axis and the right hand side of Eq. (1) is the OPL of the ray propagating along the optical axis. Eq. (1) ensures the same OPLs for all possible rays.

We obtain the lens profile function, \( r(z) \), by rearranging Eq. (1), yielding

\[
\frac{(z - a)^2}{a^2} - \frac{r^2}{b^2} = 1
\]

(2)

a hyperboloid, where \( a = L/(n + 1) \) and \( b = L\sqrt{(n - 1)/(n + 1)/1-k} \).

To focus the fiber modes, the magnification \( k \) should range from \(-1\) to \(1\). By setting \( k = 0 \), Eq. (2) recovers the lens profile for SMFs [4]. In the next section, we will show that the magnification \( k \) greatly affects distortions for high-radial-order modes.
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Hyperboloidal profiles with different parameters are shown in Fig. 1(b). Generally, lenses with shorter working distances have sharper tips so as to strongly refract light. For the case of $k = 0$, all lenses have the same asymptotic cone half-apex angle: $\tan(b/a) = \tan((n^2 - 1)^{1/2}) \approx 46.5^\circ$ for silica fibers with the core refractive index of $n = 1.454$. This angle becomes larger (smaller) when $k$ is a non-zero positive (negative) number. For negative $k$, in the ray tracing model, total internal reflection could occur for the incident rays at the lens/air interface when the incident angle becomes larger than the critical angle, which is $\sin(1/n) \approx 43.5^\circ$. This will increase the insertion loss of the lensed fiber and reduce the effective output aperture size. We determined the critical radius at which total internal reflection occurs is as follows:

$$r_c = \frac{L}{1 - k} \sqrt{\frac{n - 1}{n + 1} \cdot \frac{1}{k(k - 2)}}, \quad -1 < k < 0 \quad (3)$$

Any ray incident outside of this critical radius is totally internally reflected. To reduce this effect, we increase the working distance $L$ to ensure that the critical radius is larger than the core radius. To derive Eq. (3), we first calculated the slope of the tangent line of an arbitrary point on the lens surface and utilize the relation that the angle between the tangent line and the z axis is 90-degree larger than the incident angle. For a non-negative $k$, there is no total internal reflection.

### III. Simulation

We simulated the performance of the proposed lensed fiber using a commercial FDTD package. The total simulation volume is divided into three regions, 1) the FMF, where linearly-polarized eigen-modes are excited, 2) the cone region, and 3) the free space propagation region from the lens surface to the image plane. The FMF refractive index and radius are 1.454 and 8 $\mu$m, respectively, for the core, and 1.44 and 62.5 $\mu$m for the cladding. The normalized V number is 6.5, therefore the FMF can support up to the LP_{12} mode. The intensity profiles of each mode inside the FMF are shown in the top row of Fig. 2.

The simulated output intensity profiles for each input fiber mode with $k = 0$ and a working distance of $L = 7 \mu m$ are...
displayed in the 3rd row. It is observed that the $LP_{01}$, $LP_{11}$, $LP_{21}$, $LP_{11}$ modes are essentially undistorted at the image plane. The main lobes are de-magnified and without noticeable distortions. Some side lobes appear as a result of diffraction due to the limited aperture. Shorter working distances lead to stronger side lobes and a smaller gap between adjacent fringes.

The distortions of the $LP_{02}$ and $LP_{12}$ modes are, however, easily visible, especially for the main lobe at the center, where a dark spot at the origin has developed. These distortions can be attributed to the destructive interference between the main lobe and the out-of-phase first side lobe. The distortion of the $LP_{12}$ mode is not as pronounced because it had a dark center prior to being focused by the FMLF. The reason for no distortion for the $LP_{n1}$ modes is that they have only one lobe in the radial direction. Multiple lobes in the azimuthal direction won’t affect each other due to the rotational symmetry of the lens. These results indicate that the traditional single-mode lensed fiber design is not suitable for FMLF due to distortions for the $LP_{mn}$ ($n > 1$) modes, which contain multiple radial lobes with alternating phases.

An effective way to reduce distortions for the $LP_{02}$ and $LP_{21}$ modes is to prevent destructive interference between rays originating from two lobes with opposite phases by choosing $k \neq 0$ as shown in Fig. 1(a). The simulated output intensity profiles corresponding to each input fiber mode with $k = -0.1$ and 0.66 are shown in the 2nd and the 4th row of Fig. 2. It can be observed that the distortions for the $LP_{02}$ and $LP_{21}$ mode are effectively suppressed for these two values of $k$. Because of the sharper apex angle, the FMLF with $k = -0.1$ results in much tighter focused images compared with the FMLF with $k = 0.66$.

To clearly show the reduced distortions in the focused image for these two cases, we plot the radial intensity profiles of the $LP_{01}$, $LP_{11}$, $LP_{02}$ and $LP_{12}$ modes within the FMLF (rescaled) and after they have been focused by the FMLF with $k = 0$ and $-0.1$ in Fig. 3. The dark center in $LP_{02}$ completely disappears and the main lobe for $k = -0.1$ (red solid line) follows that of the rescaled $LP_{02}$ mode (black dash-dotted line), in contrast to the case when $k = 0$ (blue dashed line) in Fig. 3(c). A similar improvement is observed for the $LP_{12}$ mode in Fig. 3(d). These improvements are achieved at the expense of increased ripples outside the main lobes for the $LP_{01}$ and $LP_{11}$ modes and reduced side lobes for the $LP_{02}$ and $LP_{12}$ modes.

To evaluate the image quality quantitatively, we compute the coupling efficiency defined as the overlap integral between the focused field and the corresponding ideal LP mode with a proper scaling factor as follows:

$$ CE = \max_{\alpha \in R^+} \left| \int \int E_i (r) E^*_m (\alpha r) \, dr \right|^2 $$

(4)

where $E_i$ and $E_m$ are normalized fields of the images and original fiber modes, respectively and $\alpha$ is a rescaling factor.

Fig. 4 shows the coupling efficiencies for the $LP_{01}$, $LP_{02}$ and $LP_{12}$ modes as functions of the magnification $k$. It is clear that for negative $k$ ranging from $-0.1$ to $-0.3$ or positive $k$ ranging from 0.6 to 0.8, coupling efficiencies for the $LP_{02}$ and $LP_{12}$ modes improve substantially in comparison to the case where $k = 0$. Although negative $k$ reduces the coupling efficiency for the $LP_{01}$ mode in comparison with $k = 0$, maximum coupling efficiencies for the $LP_{02}$ and $LP_{12}$ modes are achieved around $k = -0.1$, leading to tight focusing. In contrast, although large positive $k$ increases the coupling efficiency for the $LP_{01}$ mode in comparison with $k = 0$, maximum coupling efficiencies for the $LP_{02}$ and $LP_{12}$ modes are achieved at larger focused beam sizes. The choice of positive or negative magnifications depends on the degree of focusing required for particular applications.

Figure 5 shows the mode crosstalk matrix of the FMLFs with $k = -0.1$ and 0.66. Mode crosstalk is negligible for the FMLF with $k = 0.66$. However, relatively strong mode crosstalk exits between the $LP_{01}$ and $LP_{02}$ modes and between the $LP_{11}$ and $LP_{12}$ modes for the FMLF with $k = -0.1$. The reason for this difference is that modes of different orders are focused with different demagnifications when tightly focused ($k = -0.1$,
but nearly the same demagnification in loose focusing ($k = 0.66$). The difference in demagnifications between modes breaks the orthogonality between radial modes, but doesn’t affect the orthogonality between azimuthal modes. Therefore, there is a trade-off between tight focusing and low crosstalk, which should be optimized for the application at hand.

### IV. EXPERIMENT VERIFICATION

Figure 6 shows the experimental setup (a) used to characterize the FMLFs. In the setup, a mode-selective photonic lantern (PL) was used to excite the LP modes by selecting the appropriate input ports through an optical switch (Dicon GP700). The mode crosstalk of the PL itself is better than 10 dB. Since the PL is slightly polarization dependent, a polarization controller was used to optimize the intensity profiles for the FMF, as shown in Fig. 7(a)–(f). Butt coupling was used to couple the light output from the PL into the FMLF. A 40x objective lens mounted on a 3-axis stage was placed after the FMLF to project the output light onto a CCD camera (Electrophysics 7290A) at 1.35 meter away.

Two FMLFs with a working distance of 7 $\mu$m, but different apex angles were tested. The first one, with its optical and SEM images shown in Fig. 6(b), (c) and (d), (e), had an apex angle of...
about 144 degrees, resulting in an approximate magnification of $k = 0.66$. The second one shown in Fig. 6(f)–(i) had a sharper apex angle of about 92 degrees, producing a magnification of $k = −0.1$. The FMLFs were fabricated on a 6-LP- mode FMF with a numerical aperture of 0.13 [12] using plasma arc heating after polishing [13], [14]. In this approach, the apex angle is relatively easy to control, but accurate control of the profile is difficult. Here, the quality of the focused fundamental mode was used as a feedback mechanism to control the lens profile. The yield of this process is only about 33%.

The intensity profiles corresponding to all output modes were recorded and are shown in Fig. 7. All the output intensity profiles were measured at a fixed distance between the FMLF and the objective, indicating that the focal lengths were nearly identical for all modes. This allowed all the FMF modes to be coupled into other waveguides simultaneously. Compared with the output intensity profiles from the PL in the top row of Fig. 7, all modes were well focused by the FMLF with negligible distortions. As expected, the FMLF with a smaller apex angle, having stronger focusing ability, produces smaller images, as shown in the bottom row of Fig. 7 as compared to those in the middle row. Quantitatively, the LP_{01} mode field diameter was reduced to $\sim 2.7 \mu m$, as shown in Fig. 8, in comparison with the 9-micron size of the fundamental mode of the SMF. The size was twice as large as the design value due to deviations from the designed lens profile. Other distortions include fabrication defects, such as geometric asymmetry, surface roughness, and pits and holes as seen in the SEM images in Fig. 6(h) and (i). Since the size of holes is less than 1 $\mu m$, shorter than wavelength, these holes mainly produce excess loss; effect on the output beam profiles is negligible. To further improve the quality of the focused beam, the fabrication accuracy of the lens profile must be improved using other approaches such as laser micromachining [15] or focused ion beam milling [16].

The measured insertion loss of the 1-m long FMLF with a smaller apex angle for the LP_{01}, LP_{11a,b}, LP_{21a,b}, and LP_{02} modes were 1.0, 2.3, 1.3, 1.0, 2.6 and 2.7 dB, respectively, in contrast to 0.4, 0.4, 0.5, 0.7, 0.7 and 0.5 dB for the FMLF with a larger apex angle. The larger insertion losses of the FMLFs with a smaller apex angle is likely due to stronger back reflection at the end facet at a large incident angle, as the critical radius for total internal reflection, evaluated by (3) for the designed FMLF ($L = 7 \mu m$, $k = −0.1$), is 6 microns, which is smaller than the core radius.
V. CONCLUSION

We propose and demonstrate FMLF used to couple light from FMFs to smaller waveguides. The traditional SMF lens design severely distorts the output intensity profiles for high-order radial modes. A new FMLF design is proposed that reduces distortion for all modes. The new design has been verified by numerical simulations and experiments. The performance and fabrication tolerance of the FMLF can be improved by incorporating a coreless fiber [17], [18] or a quarter pitch length of graded-index fiber with a lens profile [19] at the end.
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